Using next-generation sequencing, we obtained for the first time a complete mitochondrial DNA 21 genome from a museum specimen of the extinct wolf (Canis lupus) population of the island of 22 Sicily (Italy). Phylogenetic analyses showed that this genome, which was aligned with a number of 23 historical and extant complete wolf and dog mtDNAs sampled worldwide, was closely related to 24 an Italian wolf mtDNA genome (TN93 and p-distances = 0.0012), five to seven times shorter than 25 divergence among Sicilian and any other known wolf mtDNA genomes (distance range = 0.0050 -26 0.0070). Sicilian and Italian haplotypes joined a basal clade belonging to the mtDNA haplogroup-2 27 of ancient western European wolf populations (Pilot et al. 2010). Bayesian calibration of 28 divergence times indicated that this clade coalesced at MRCA = 13.400 years (with 95% HPD = 29 4000 -21.230 years). These mtDNA findings suggest that wolves probably colonized Sicily from 30 southern Italy towards the end of the last Pleistocene glacial maximum, when the Strait of 31 Messina was almost totally dry. Additional mtDNA and genomic data will further clarify the origin 32 and population dynamics before the extinction of wolves in Sicily. 33 34
Abstract 20 Using next-generation sequencing, we obtained for the first time a complete mitochondrial DNA 21 genome from a museum specimen of the extinct wolf (Canis lupus) population of the island of 22 Sicily (Italy). Phylogenetic analyses showed that this genome, which was aligned with a number of 23 historical and extant complete wolf and dog mtDNAs sampled worldwide, was closely related to 24 an Italian wolf mtDNA genome (TN93 and p-distances = 0.0012), five to seven times shorter than 25 divergence among Sicilian and any other known wolf mtDNA genomes (distance range = 0.0050 -26 0.0070). Sicilian and Italian haplotypes joined a basal clade belonging to the mtDNA haplogroup-2 27 of ancient western European wolf populations (Pilot et al. 2010) . Bayesian calibration of 28 divergence times indicated that this clade coalesced at MRCA = 13.400 years (with 95% HPD = 29 4000 -21.230 years). These mtDNA findings suggest that wolves probably colonized Sicily from 30 southern Italy towards the end of the last Pleistocene glacial maximum, when the Strait of 31 Messina was almost totally dry. Additional mtDNA and genomic data will further clarify the origin 32 and population dynamics before the extinction of wolves in Sicily. (Boitani 1984) . In the last two centuries wolves in the Alps and 70 Apennine harboured much more mtDNA diversity that presently (Dufresnes et al. 2018 ). Since 71 then, the recovery of the Italian wolves has been spectacular, but at that time wolves living in the 72 island of Sicily already went extinct (Angelici et al. 2018) . 73 Information on the Sicilian wolf population is scanty: its phylogeographic origin, historical 74 distribution and abundance in the island are largely unknown and only partially reconstructed 75 anecdotally. Most probably wolves were already rare in first half of the 1800', likely due to habitat 76 and natural prey loss, and direct persecution. Crossbreeding with free-ranging dogs was already a 77 threaten (Minà Palumbo 1868). However, purpose hunting has likely been the main cause of the (Fig. 2a ). These quality-controls suggested to skip an initial fragmentation step of input DNA 242 for library preparation, and the DNA was directly PCR-enriched with fragments spanning from 165 243 to 655 bp, and centered at 295 bp, as showed by TapeStation results (Fig. 2b) . The reads obtained 244 from the input DNA, which concentration was 2.49 ng/µl, were assembled into a complete Sicilian wolves was D = 0.0012 (almost identical to the TN93 distance), that is five to seven times shorter 257 than Ds among the Sicilian and any other wolf mtDNA genomes (D = 0.0050 -0.0070). The p-258 distance between Sicilian and Italian wolves was D = 0.0181; hence, as expected, the CR evolved 259 about 10 times faster than the RNA and protein-coding mtDNA sequences. 260 We analysed the Set#1 (Fig. 3) and Set#2 (Fig. 4) mtDNA genomes was apparently unique for the extinct wolf population of Sicily. 284 We analyzed the stored genomic DNA reads to search for specific sex markers. We 
